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Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is a life-threatening disease characterized by

the development of renal cysts and biliary ductal dilation. There are no effective medical therapies
for ADPKD, but it is possible to slow its progression by inhibiting cyst growth, notably by blocking the
vasopressin V2 receptor. Several compounds have been shown to slow cyst enlargement in murine

models. VDA-044 (vav-derived autocamtide-2 related peptide analog) is one such candidate. Clinical
trials are underway to assess the safety and clinical efficacy of this drug, but recent mouse studies
suggest that the drug may be less efficient than expected in blocking cyst growth. Here, we present
evidence for the need to understand more about the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying

cyst growth in animal models, and specifically how this relates to the disease in humans, before
conclusions about the efficacy of a new drug, not currently approved in humans, can be
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